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ABSTRACT

A computer-implemented collaborative editing method
includes receiving input from a user of a browser-based docu
ment editing application on a document displayed by the
application; identifying a current location in the document for
a cursor of a first user executing the application; receiving
from a central server system data that reflects changes made
to the document by one or more users other than the first user
and current positions in the document of cursors for the one or
more other user; updating a document model Stored on a
computing device that is executing the browser-based appli
cation and rendering at least a portion of the model to the
browser; and rendering the current positions of the cursors for
the one or more other users to the browser.
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COLLABORATIVE CURSORS IN A HOSTED
WORD PROCESSOR
CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED
APPLICATIONS

0001. This application claims priority to U.S. Provisional
Application Ser. No. 61/323,259, filed on Apr. 12, 2010,
entitled "Collaborative Cursors in a Hosted Word Processor.”

the entire contents of which are hereby incorporated by ref
CCC.
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tion out to all of the client devices that did not submit the

corresponding mutations, and may send with Such data the
data that indicates the positions of the other user's cursors.
0006 Such features may, in certain implementations, pro
vide one or more advantages. For example, a browser-based
document may be displayed to, and edited by, multiple users
at a time in a collaborative editing session. Each of the users
may be visually anchored in being able to see a cursor that
marks the editing location for each of the other users. As a
result, the particular user may be induced to avoid editing in
the same area as the other users, so as to avoid collisions in

TECHNICAL FIELD

0002 This document relates to systems and techniques for
managing and displaying locations of cursors for users who
are collaboratively editing an electronic document on a
hosted server system.
BACKGROUND

0003 Cloud-based, or hosted, computing generally
involves executing applications via a web browser, and
obtaining information for the applications from a remote
server system or service. Cloud computing provides real
advantages over traditional desktop software, such as the
ability to access documents from various different computers
and locations. Office productivity applications are one type of
application currently be delivered by the cloud. For example,
users can employ their web browsers to edit word processing
and spreadsheet documents that are stored on hosted server
systems, may access enterprise resource planning (ERP)
applications, may edit photos, and may perform most other
activities that they could previously perform with desktop
productivity software.
0004. In a hosted system, users may also be permitted to
access the same document simultaneously. For example, the
server system may maintain a master document and may
communicate changes to the document to various client com
puting devices that are accessing the document over the inter
net. Such collaborative editing may permit for an improved
experience over systems in which each user makes a batch of
edits to a document, and then forwards it on to another user,

where there is no ready feedback loop to correct edits made by
one user when another user knows that the edits are not
advisable.
SUMMARY

0005. This document describes systems and techniques
that may be used to display information to users of a hosted
word processing system who are in the document at the same
time and are editing the document simultaneously (where
“simultaneous' indicates the ability to have overlapping edit
ing in a common session, and does not require literal simul
taneity). As described here, each user's client device may
frequently report to a server system changes, or mutations,
that the particular user has recently made to their version of
the document. Such reports, which may occur on the order of
multiple reports per second when the user is making muta
tions (e.g., is typing), may be accompanied by data that tells
the server system where the user's cursor is located in the
document (e.g., between which characters in a character
string that represents the content of the document). The server
system may resolve the mutations with other mutations it has
received from the other users (e.g., if they interfere with each
other) and may send updated coordinated mutation informa

entered edits.

0007. In one implementation, a computer-implemented
collaborative editing method is disclosed. The method com
prises receiving input from a user of a browser-based docu
ment editing application on a document displayed by the
application; identifying a current location in the document for
a cursor of a first user executing the application; receiving
from a central server system data that reflects changes made
to the document by one or more users other than the first user
and current positions in the document of cursors for the one or
more other user; updating a document model Stored on a
computing device that is executing the browser-based appli
cation and rendering at least a portion of the model to the
browser; and rendering the current positions of the cursors for
the one or more other users to the browser. The method can

also comprise receiving updated information regarding cur
rent positions of the cursors for the one or more other users in
the document, and rendering the current positions of the
cursors for the one or more other users. Moreover, the method

can include transmitting to the central server system data that
describes changes to the document made by the first user, and
identifying a current location in the document for a cursor of
the first user.

0008. In some aspects, the method comprises transmitting
the data describing changes in the document and identifying
a current location for a cursor of the first user more than once

per second during periods of active editing activity by the first
user. The method can also comprise detecting when the first
user is actively editing the document, starting a timer when
the first user begins editing the document, and transmitting
accrued data from the user's editing activity when the timer
expires. Moreover, the method can include setting the timer
for a periodless than 500 milliseconds, and can also comprise
setting the timer for a period equal to or less than 250 milli
seconds. In addition, the method can also comprise transmit
ting the data describing changes in the document and identi
fying a current location for a cursor of the first user more than
once per second during periods of active editing activity by
the first user.

0009. In another implementation, a computer-imple
mented collaborative editing system is disclosed, and com
prises an interface for receiving communications from a plu
rality of client devices editing electronic documents using
web browsers, including information indicating locations of a
cursor in a document in which a particular user is active; an
active model manager to identify users other than the particu
lar user who are active in the electronic document; and col

laboration logic to provide the users other than the particular
user with information that reflects changes made to a model
for the electronic document and locations in the document of

a cursor for the particular user.
0010. The details of one or more embodiments are set
forth in the accompanying drawings and the description
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below. Other features and advantages will be apparent from
the description and drawings, and from the claims.
DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

0011 FIG. 1 is a schematic diagram of a system for coor
dinating cursor locations in a collaborative document editing
situation.

0012 FIGS. 2A and 2B are block diagrams showing com
ponents of a model-view-controller implementation of a
spreadsheet application.
0013 FIG. 2C is a block diagram of a system for permit
ting collaborative editing of a documented by multiple users
through a hosted server system.
0014 FIG. 3 is a flow chart of an example process for
coordinating simultaneous changes to an electronic docu
ment.

0015 FIG. 4 is a swim lane diagram of an example process
for coordinating simultaneous changes to an electronic docu
ment

0016 FIG. 5A shows an example screenshot of a word
processor that is implementing a collaborative editing ses
S1O.

0017 FIG. 5B shows a screenshot of a spreadsheet docu
ment being edited collaboratively by multiple users.
0018 FIG. 6 shows an example of a computer device and
a mobile computer device that can be used to implement the
techniques described here.
0019. Like reference symbols in the various drawings
indicate like elements.
DETAILED DESCRIPTION

0020. This document describes systems and techniques
for coordinating simultaneous editing of an electronic docu
ment by multiple different users who are separated from each
other, and from a server system that is hosting the interaction,
by the internet. Thus, the techniques discussed here can pro
vide a good user experience while editing a rich document
(i.e., a document that can include formatting, images, and
other content that goes beyond simple text) in a cloud, or
hosted, computing paradigm. As discussed herein, changes
that various users make to a document may be represented as
mutations that are communicated to a central server system
that serves as a referee when the mutations interfere with

time-wise overlapping changes by other users, and forwards
the mutations (perhaps after processing them into another
form) to the users who are not the source of the particular
mutation or group of mutations in interest. This broadcasting
of mutations may occur very frequently when a user is mak
ing changes to a document, such as on the order of once every
few seconds, once every second, or multiple times per second.
Also, the mutation information may be accompanied by
information from the first user that indicates the current loca

tion of that user's cursor in the document, and information
that identifies the user. As a result, when the other users

computing devices receive such information, they may gen
erate a cursor for the first user (though in a color or shape that
differs from that of their own cursor), and may also display a
tag or flag that shows the first user's handle or name. To
minimize visual interference, such a flag may be displayed
only when the remote user who corresponds to the cursor is
actively editing (e.g., has typed in the last few seconds) or
when the local user hovers a pointer over the other user's
CUSO.
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0021 FIG. 1 is a schematic diagram of a system 100 for
coordinating cursor locations in a collaborative document
editing situation. In general, the system shown here is a
hosted word processing system that multiple users can access
at the same time in order to collaboratively edit a common
document with each other. Shown schematically here are
corresponding web pages for three different users who are
working on a newsletter called the “Weekly Collaborator.”
Page 102 is being edited by a user named Barley; page 104,
which may be generated by a client computing device that is
remote from page 102, and accessed through a network 110
Such as the internet, is being operated on by a user named
Betty; and page 106 is being operated on by a user named
John B. Each of the pages, or more particularly each of the
web browsers that are generating the pages, may communi
cate through the network 110 with a hosted server system 108.
The system 108 may be operated by a company that provides
a variety of hosted services, such as search results, mapping
results, payment transactions for shopping online, translation
tools, and other similar services in the cloud.

0022 Page 102 is shown as having a toolbar 112 near its
top edge which may display browser buttons and a searchbox
for entering search queries in a familiar manner. Below the
toolbar 112, there is displayed chrome 114 such as in the form
of pull down menus and selectable icons that may cause
formatting changes to be made to the document that is being
edited in the browser page 102. Additional chrome such as
scrollbar 118 may be provided where the document is larger
than the viewport that will fit on the page 102. A handle on the
scrollbar 118 may be selected by a user to bring other portions
of the document into view at one time. As described below,

the system may follow a model-view-controller arrangement,
so that a model of the document may be stored on a client
device, and may be rendered to a document object model
(DOM) that may then be displayed on the page 102. Where
the document is much larger than the viewport, it may be
more efficient to render only a portion of the document at or
around the viewport, and to defer rendering or even down
loading from the server to the client, the remainder of the
document model.

0023. In this particular example, the users of page 102,
page 104, and page 106 are all editing the newsletter furiously
to meet an impending deadline. As such, each of them has
their cursor located at a different portion of the document
from the others, and they are typing text and deleting text
from the document as they edit. Using the techniques dis
cussed here, a controller executing on each of the users’ client
computing devices may intercept Such keystrokes and other
inputs, and may send information about those keystrokes as
mutations to the server 108. Such information may include,
for example, a location indexed to the content of the model
where the edit is currently taking place or has occurred, and a
location indexed to the model where the particular user's
cursor is currently located. In addition, information for iden
tifying the particular user may be provided so that, as
described in more detail below, the server 108 may provide
information that identifies cursor location for users other than
the local user.

0024. With respect to the cursor positions, cursor informa
tion for all three users is shown on page 102. The cursor
information for Barley, the local user, is shown by cursor 122.
The cursor 122 and other cursors may be generated as span
elements having a narrow width, in a background color that
contrasts with the background color of the document that is
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being edited. The location for the cursor may be determined
by identifying a starting location for the cursor and then, as
characters are entered, by generating the characters in an off
screen div element using the appropriate character size and
formatting, and then using standard HTML elements to deter
mine the height and width of such an offscreen element. Such
a user-entered character may then be provided to the DOM
and displayed on the page 102, and the position of the cursor
122 may be indexed forward by the width of the off-screen
element, so that the cursor is now to the right of the newly
added character, and indicates to Barley, the local user, that
his next keystroke will be at that location. In this manner, the
cursor 122 and the text and other portions of the document
being edited may all be synthetically generated so as to pro
vide a visual impression that matches the format that the
particular author intended.
0025. A cursor 124A is shown for Betty, as editing the
document above the location at which Barley is editing the
document. A flag 124B is appended to the cursor, so that
Barley may immediately recognize that Betty is performing
the particular editing. Thus, for example, Barley may know
that Betty is an expert in the topic around the area where she
is editing and may pay less attention to her edits. In contrast,
Barley may know that the area in which Betty is editing is an
area that he cares deeply about, and he may watch Betty’s
edits very closely and provide comments to her if she changes
the document in a way that he does not like. For example, he
may paste a marginal note to the document, he can edit Betty's
edits, or he can type a note into a chat session that may be
executing automatically with the word processing applica
tion.

0026 John B is editing the document at a location far
below that of the other two users, and off the current viewport
on page 102. As a result, the cursor for John B is shown only
as a small caret 120A that is appended to a flag 120B, and
points downward off the page to indicate to Barley that JohnB
is somewhere horizontally in line with the caret 120A, but off
the bottom of the page.
0027 Pages 104 and 106 show corresponding icons and
flags that may be displayed to the other users. In particular,
those users may have their locations marked merely with an
icon like icon 122, and may have the locations of the other
users marked with differently-colored icons and possibly
appended with a flag or other note that identifies the user that
is editing at that location.
0028. The flags shown here may be turned off in certain
situations so that the local user may more readily see the page
102. For example, if Betty stops typing for a predetermined
period. Such as for 5 seconds or more, the flag 124B may
disappear, and only icon 124A may be shown. In this way, an
appropriate level of alerting may be provided to a user without
overwhelming the visual interface.
0029. Effective collaborative editing may be obtained in
Such a situation by having a controller, like the controller
discussed below, intercept user inputs and send them as muta
tions to the server system 108 frequently. For example, when
a long period has passed without input from the user, and the
user starts providing input, a timer may be started and all
inputs cached when the timer has expired may be sent as a
batch of mutations to the server system 108. The timer may be
set for example, a period of three seconds, two seconds, one
second, or a fraction of a second, Such as by sending uploads
to the server system 108, when a user is providing active
input, every 200 ms (milliseconds). The server system 108
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may then revise Such mutations that are passed to it if it has
identified that there is a collision between inputs by the users,
and may pass the revise mutations back to the other clients.
Such information may be accompanied by information that
identifies the user who is making the edits and also the loca
tion within the document model for the cursor of that user.

Such information may be processed by the other client sys
tems, such as by a layout engine generating a span element of
a narrow width in a background color that contrasts with the
background for the particular user's document. The cursor as
a span element may then be placed on an editing Surface for
page 104 or 106, and may be viewed by the users of those
pageS.

0030 This process of intercepting user interactions, deter
mining locations for cursors at the present time, and passing
such information up to server 108 and back down to the other
clients may occur repeatedly throughout a session of editing
a document, until one of the users logs out of the session and
their cursor is no longer shown, or until all of the users log out
of the session, and the most up-to-date model is the model
currently on the server 108. In such a situation, the copies of
the model at each of the clients may be cached and reused the
next time the users log back into the system, if the server
model has not changed from that time, or may be discarded
(since the central model can be downloaded at a next session).
0031 FIGS. 2A and 2B are block diagrams showing com
ponents of a model-view-controller (MVC) implementation
of a word processing application. The word processing appli
cation, for example, may be executed by a web browser, such
as the browser 104 shown in FIG. 1A. In general, the MVC
implementation provides for the download of a model from a
remote server to a client, and the rendering of the model into
a DOM to form a view of the model that may be managed
directly by the web browser. The controller may intercept
actions, such as clicks on icons and keystrokes on a keyboard,
and may cause Such actions to be implemented. Such as by
adding typed characters both to the model on the client and on
the remote server (e.g., uploading changes or mutations back
to the server, which may be programmed with rules for inte
grating the mutations into a master model, so that the client
side model matches the master model as the user works).
0032 Referring to FIG. 2A, a computer application 200A
may be configured to display a word processing document
202. The application 200A includes, controls, or accesses a
model 204A, a view 206A, and a controller 208A. For

example, the model 204A can contain a representation of the
state of the word processing document 202, including Such
elements as character data, formats, styles, paragraphs, sec
tions, breaks, lists, tables, images, formulas, and the like. The
view 206A can representa rendering of the current state of the
model 204A. For example, the view can provide a visual
representation that combines the Substance of the document
(e.g., its raw text) with formatting and layout information.
The view, when displayed by a browser, provides a form of, if
not an exact, WYSIWYG representation of the document that
is defied by the model.
0033. In addition to the rendering of the model, the view
206A can be used for presenting to the user visual information
that is associated with the word processing document 202,
Such as visible user controls for the application (i.e., chrome)
and other word processing data. The controller 208A can
respond to changes in the model 204A or the view 206A, and
can update the state of the model 204A and the view 206A. As
shown in FIG. 2A, solid lines between the model 204A, the
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view 206A, and the controller 208A represent direct refer
ences between components, and dashed lines represent lis
teners. For example, listening for user interaction (e.g., pro
vided by user controls) with the presentation of the view
206A, the controller 208A can modify the model 204A, and
can in turn modify the view 206A either directly or indirectly
(by causing the view 206A to obtain new model data and
render that new data).
0034. As another example, listening for changes in the
model 204A made by another user in a collaborative environ
ment or changes made through an automated data update or
another Such process, the view 206A can request re-rendering
of an updated model or portion of the model. For example, if
a user of a client device is only one of multiple users concur
rently editing a document, characters and other edits by the
other users may be passed to the client device from the server
system (and edits by the first user may be passed from the
client device to the server system), and the client code may
add characters to the model in near real-time, and those

changes can be passed into the DOM (e.g., via rendering by
the view 206A) so that each user can see the edits made by
the other users very quickly.
0035) Referring to FIG. 2B, the model-view-controller
implementation as presented in FIG. 2A is shown with addi
tional detail. As shown, a computer application 200B (corre
sponding with the application 200A) includes, controls, or
accesses a model 204B (corresponding with the model
204A), a view 206B (corresponding with the view 206A), and
a controller 208B (corresponding with the controller 208A).
0036. The model 204B can include one or more document
models 210. Each of the document models 210 can represent
a separate document in a collection of word processing docu
ments, for example, and each of the models 210 can include
elements such as characters, styles, and entities. Other forms
of documents such as spreadsheet documents may also be
represented. Model data and elements may be provided by a
master document model 238 that is stored on a remote server

system via a connection to a network 236 (e.g., the internet).
0037 Generally, document text in the models 210 is asso
ciated with a series of characters. For example, the characters
may represent raw text for the word processing document
202, and may also include certain reserved control characters
Such as characters that indicate the occurrence of a break

(e.g., a paragraph break, a page break, or the like). In some
implementations, each of the document models 210 can
include a one-dimensional character string that includes
document characters in an order in which they appear in the
document.

0038 Styles may be used to store information related to
the presentation of document text (e.g., the series of charac
ters). For example, text styles may include character format
ting attributes such as font, font size, bold, italics, underline,
foreground and background colors, alignment, and other Such
attributes. In some implementations, styles included in each
of the document models 210 can be stored in a sparse map.
For example, the sparse map can include markers that corre
spond to changes in styles in the document and pointers to
positions in the character string. The pointers, for example,
can define style runs between matched markers by specifying
locations along the character String at which style changes
occur. In some implementations, the markers in the matched
set may be arranged to be tethered to certain characters in the
one-dimensional character string. For example, if text is
added between two paired markers, the pointer for one of the
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markers may shift by an integer equal to a number or charac
ters associated with the added text.

0039 Entities in each of the models 210 may be used to
store information related to objects outside of the document
models 210, and may be pointed to by references in the model
Such as in the one-dimensional character String. For example,
entities may include objects Such as lists, tables, images, and
the like. In some implementations, the references can include
object identifiers and pointers to the one-dimensional char
acter string (e.g., from the sparse map) indicating where in the
character string the object should appear, or identifiers from
within the character string that point to the entities and mark
the locations at which the particular entities are to appear in
the document when it is rendered and displayed. For example,
an image that should appear between two paragraphs may be
associated with a special character appearing in the character
string after a paragraph marker for one paragraph, and before
the first character of the next paragraph.
0040. The view 206B can generate one or more view items
220 that may enable the user to interact with the application
200B, such as menu bars, tool bars, context menus, chat

panes, dialogs, other chrome, and the like. The view 206B can
also include a document menu 222 that presents information
and control options related to one or more of the document
models 210, and one or more of a set of per views 224. For
example, one of the per views 224 may be associated with a
corresponding one of the sheet models 210. Each of the per
views 224 may include components or controls such as selec
tors (e.g., cursors, selection indicators, and the like) naviga
tion tools (e.g., Scrollbars, document maps, outlines, and the
like).
0041. The controller 208B can include one or more con
trollers 230 that may listen for and handle user interactions
with one or more of the view items 220. In some implemen
tations, each of the controllers 230 may be associated with a
corresponding one of the view items 220. For example, menu
bar controllers may listen for and handle user interactions
with menu bar view items (e.g., relating to various actions that
a user would typically take from a row of menu selections),
toolbar controllers may listen for and handle user interactions
with toolbar view items, context menu controllers may listen
for and handle user interactions with context menu view

items, and so forth. The determination that a particular event
has occurred may cause a particular controller 230 to execute
predetermined code or otherwise carry out a predetermined
process, such as by updating a local model when a key press
is received and uploading information about the key press to
a central server System.
0042. The controller 208B can also include a document
controller 232 that may listen for and handle user interactions
with the document menu 222. In addition, the controller 208B

can include a set of per view controllers 234, where each of
the controllers 234 is configured to listen for and handle user
interactions with a corresponding view in the set of per views
224. Each of the per view controllers 234 may include various
controller types, such as key controllers for intercepting and
interpreting keyboard input, mouse controllers for intercept
ing and interpreting mouse input, and model change control
lers for intercepting and interpreting model change events.
0043 Generally, the controllers included in the controller
208B can transform user-generated events into model and
view mutations. For example, based on a user action, a rel
evant controller (e.g., a controller configured for handling the
action) may receive one or more events associated with the
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action and make transient changes to the view 206B before
the user action is committed. Then, based on the event prop
erties, the relevant controller can construct a command to

mutate the model 204B, execute it, and send the updated
model or just data for the particular mutations to the remote
server system that hosts the document model 238 via the
network 236.

0044) The controllers may also use timers or other mecha
nisms to aggregate inputs or mutations, so as to lower the
number of updates that need to be made to the local or server
based models. For example, the controllers may implement
changes to the local and/or server-based model in batches that
occur within predefined time windows, such as by waiting
200 ms after an initial keystroke is sensed before sending to
the central server system data about all keystrokes received in
the time window.

0045. Many possible user interactions with the application
200B are possible, including interactions that are included in
single-user sessions and in multiple-user sessions. For pur
poses of illustration, a series of example user interactions
with the application 200B are described here. For example, to
enter text into the word processing document 202, the user
may proceed by using a computer mouse to select a desired
document location 212 for text insertion by clicking on the
document 202. A mouse controller that is included in the per
view controllers 234 (e.g., a per view controller associated
with the active document 202) can listen for an event that is
associated with the mouse positioning input and the mouse
click input, and upon intercepting it, can modify the view
206B (e.g., a per view associated with the active document) to
provide the user with a visual indicator for the selection (e.g.,
a cursor). For example, the selected location 212 may be
associated with a visible cursor (where the cursor is a graphi
cal HTML element such as an image, and is displayed at an
appropriate location on a canvas where the document is also
being displayed so as to create a synthetic presentation that
makes the graphical element look like a true cursor), may be
highlighted, or may receive another such modification. Addi
tionally, the selected location 212 may also be associated with
a location in the model 204B. For example, a position in a
one-dimensional character String included in the document
models 210 can be determined, based on the selected location
212.

0046. Using a keyboard, the user may enter desired text at
the document location 212. A keyboard controller that is
included in the per view controllers 234 can listen for events
associated with the keyboard input, and upon intercepting
them, can modify the view 206B to provide the user with a
visual indicator for the input. For example, as the user types
text at the location 212, the document 202 may be visually
updated to present the text to the user. Additionally, the key
board controller can modify the model 204B to include
entered text by copying the user input to the model. For
example, a one-dimensional character string included in the
document models 210 can be updated to include the entered
characters. Additionally, the document model 238 may be
updated to include the entered text, thus coordinating the
model 204B with the document model 238. For example,
changes to the model 204B may be transmitted to the docu
ment model 238 via a connection to the network 236. In some

implementations, changes may be sent periodically (e.g.,
once every 100 milliseconds, once every 200 milliseconds,
once every 600 milliseconds, once every second, once every
2 seconds, or another appropriate time interval). In some
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implementations, changes may be sent based on user activity
(e.g., entering a paragraph break, applying a formatting
change, navigating to another document section, clicking a
save button, or some other action).
0047. As another example, the user may insert an entity
(e.g., a list, a table, a hyperlink, an image, or another Such
object) into the document 202. For example, the user may
proceed by using a computer mouse to select a desired docu
ment location (e.g., the location 212) for entity insertion by
clicking on the document 202. Similar to interactions associ
ated with text entry, for example, amouse controller included
in the per view controllers 234 can listen for an event associ
ated with the mouse positioning input and the mouse click
input, and upon intercepting it, can modify view 206B to
provide the user with a visual indicator for the selected loca
tion. Next, for example, the user may specify the entity for
insertion by interacting with one of the view items 220 or with
the document menu 222. For example, the user may make a
selection on a menu bar to indicate an intent to insert an

image. A dialog associated with image selection may be
presented to the user, enabling the user to select the desired
image.
0048 Model-view-controller interactions for adding the
entity within the application 200B may operate in a similar
manner as when a user is entering text. For example, as the
user inserts the image at the location 212, the document 202,
as it is displayed on an editing Surface, may be visually
updated to present the image to the user. Additionally, the
model 204B may be modified to include a reference to the
inserted image by writing the reference to the model. For
example, one of the document models 210 (e.g., the model
associated with the active document) can be updated to
include a reference to the inserted image. A one-dimensional
character string may be updated to include a special character
indicating the position of the image, and the reference to the
image may be stored.
0049. When the document 202 is rendered from the model
associated with the active document, for example, the image
content may be integrated into the document 202 that is
displayed to the user. In some implementations, the one
dimensional character string may include multiple instances
ofanidentifier for a single entity. For example, the image may
be positioned at multiple locations in the document 202,
specified by multiple positions for the identifier in the one
dimensional character String. Thus, a single external entity
may be shared within a document, or may be shared among
multiple documents—both by common references to the
external entity. The document model 238 may be updated to
include the inserted image(s), thus coordinating the model
204B with the document model 238. For example, changes to
the model 204B may be transmitted to the document model
238 via a connection to the network 236.

0050 Additionally, for example, the user may modify the
formatting of text and entities presented in the document 202.
By interacting with one of the view items 220 or with the
document menu 222, the user can indicate a desired format

ting change (e.g., a change Such as changing a font of a
selected text block to bold, changing a group of words to be
organized as a list, changing a paragraph justification to be
right-aligned, changing a document line spacing to be double
spaced, and the like). One of the controllers 230 or the docu
ment controller 232 can listen for user interaction with the

view 206B, and upon detecting the interaction, can modify
the model 204B to include the formatting change. For
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example, one of the document models 210 (e.g., the model
associated with the active document) can be updated to
include an element in a sparse map of Styles defining the
formatting change, and defining the locations along the one
dimensional character string at which the changes in style are
to occur. A model change controller included in the per view
controllers 234 can listen for events associated with the model

204B and can send a request to the view 206B to update
accordingly (e.g., by rendering a display of formatted text). In
Some implementations, the model change controller may also
handle model change events that result from collaborative
model changes.
0051. In some implementations, a document model that is
one of the document models 210 may include a subset of the
document data from the document model 238. For example, if
the document model 238 is substantially large, a subset of the
data (e.g., a Subset associated with a portion of the document
that is currently viewable by the user, plus perhaps a buffer
area around the currently viewable area, or viewport, so that
Small Scrolling distances may be handled by normal browser
interactions without a need to render additional content form

the model) may be provided to each client that is currently
displaying the word processing document 202. As another
example, the full document model 238 may be provided to
each client.

0052. The user may elect to view a different portion of the
word processing document 202 than the user is currently
viewing in the web browser. For example, by interacting with
a scrollbar 214 that is associated with the document 202, the

user may indicate an intent to view document data beyond the
current viewport, or displayed area. One of the per view
controllers 234 (e.g., the per view controller associated with
the active document) can listen for user interaction with the
view 206B or other appropriate component (e.g., the visual
portion of the scrollbar 214), and upon detecting the interac
tion (e.g., via a computer mouse), can request for the view
206B to redraw itself.

0053. If the user specifies a small amount of scrolling, the
view 206A may cause itself to be displayed by the browser.
For example, a buffer area of document data may be main
tained in the model 204B (already rendered into a DOM)
around the data that is displayed in the visible area of the
document 202. If the amount of scrolling specified by the user
is determined by the view 206B to be within the bounds of the
buffer area of data, the document display may be updated
using Such pre-rendered data. If the user specifies a larger
amount of Scrolling, such that the Scrolling specified by the
user is determined by the view 206B to be outside of the
bounds of the pre-rendered buffer data, for example, addi
tional document data from the document model 238 may be
downloaded via the network 236. Thus, the model 204B may
be updated with information that is related to additional docu
ment sections, and the document may be rendered using the
downloaded data.

0054 FIG. 2C is a block diagram of a system 240 for
permitting collaborative editing of a document by multiple
users through a hosted server system. In general, the system
240 includes a hosted document system 242 executed by one
or more computer servers (e.g. a server farm). The hosted
document system 242 can provide document hosting services
to any number of client users via connections to a network
244 (e.g., the internet). Using the document system 242,
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client users may create new documents, modify existing
documents, share documents, and collaboratively work on
documents with other users.

0055 For purposes of illustration, document hosting ser
vices may be provided to browser applications 246, 248, and
250. Each of the applications may be executed by a web
browser (e.g., by the browser 104, as shown in FIG. 1), and
may include model, view, and controller components (e.g.,
similar to the application 200, shown in FIGS. 2A and 2B).
The applications 246, 248, and 250 may be configured to
execute computer code (e.g., JavaScript and other code run
ning in a web browser) to display a word processing interface
and to perform word processing functions associated with
one or more documents served by the hosted document sys
tem 242.

0056. As shown in the present illustration, Chris can inter
act with a web browser 252, Tina can interact with a web

browser 254, and Spike can interact with a web browser 256.
Each of the browsers 252, 254, and 256 may access any
appropriate number of browser applications (e.g., embedded
applications, widgets, web services, and the like). For
example, browser 252 can access application 246, browser
254 can access application 248, and browser 256 can access
application 250.
0057 By interacting with controls presented by the web
browsers, for example, users of the system 240 (e.g., Chris,
Spike, and Tina), can work with one or more documents that
are managed and provided by the hosted document system
242. For example, the users may access existing documents
provided by the system 242 or may create new documents.
Each of the browser applications 246, 248, and 250 can com
municate with an interface 260 of the document system 242
via the network 244. For example, communication between
the browser applications 246, 248, and 250 and the interface
260 may include HTTP (HyperText Transfer Protocol)
requests, SOAP (Simple Object Access Protocol) messages,
or some other appropriate protocol. In some implementa
tions, client browsers may maintain browser channel connec
tions to the interface 260 for communicating session data
between clients and the document system 242.
0058. The hosted document system 242 can include sub
components for storing and managing information related to
system users, documents, and browser applications. The vari
ous Sub-components may be executed by the same computer
server, or may be distributed among multiple computer serv
ers. The Sub-components may communicate with each other
directly (e.g., via messages, transferred files, shared data,
remote procedure calls, or some other protocol) or indirectly
(e.g., by communicating with an intermediary application).
Generally, Sub-components included in the document system
242 can communicate with client applications (e.g., the
browser applications 246,248, and 250) via the interface 260.
0059. The system 242 can also include one or more data
stores for storing user information 270. For example, the user
information 270 can include information associated with sys
tem users (e.g., Chris, Tina, and Spike). Such information
may include general user information and login information
(e.g., user names, passwords, e-mail addresses, and the like),
information related to one or more devices employed by the
users to access the system (e.g., IP addresses, browser ver
sions, connection speeds, and the like), and system usage
information (e.g., access times, amount of data accessed, and
the like), to name a few possibilities.
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0060. In some implementations, the system 242 can
include one or more data stores for storing documents 272 in
the form, e.g., of document models like those discussed above
and below. For example, the documents 272 can include word
processing documents created, maintained, and accessed by
system users. As another example, the documents 272 may be
generated by an automated process, such as a news feed or
another reporting process that is based on gathered data.
Information associated with the documents 272 can include

document data models, document text, document formatting
information, entities (e.g., tables, images, videos, Sound clips,
or other such objects), and the like.
0061 The system 242 can also include one or more data
stores for storing access information 274. For example, the
access information 274 can include information that can be

used for controlling access of system users (e.g., users
included in the user information 270) to system documents
(e.g., documents included in the documents 272). Generally,
system users may set access privileges for documents that
they create or manage. For example, Chris may create a
personal letter document and specify the document as being
private. Thus, other users of the system (e.g., Tina and Spike)
may be unable to locate or access the document, which may
have access control limitations applied to it in various familiar
manners. As another example, Tina may upload a schedule
document and specify the document as being shared and as
being viewable by Chris. Thus, Spike may be unable to locate
or access the document, but Chris may be able to access the
document in view-only mode. In some implementations,
Tina, as the document creator, may retain full access to the
document, having privileges Such as the ability to add, edit,
and delete content, having the ability to change privileges,
and having the ability to remove the document from the
system 242. As another example, Spike may create a docu
ment related to a group project and specify Chris and Tina
(and himself) as having full access privileges. In some imple
mentations, user groups may be included in the access infor
mation 274. For example, a user may create a group and may
add one or more users to the group. Rather than select indi
vidual users when assigning document permissions, in some
instances, users may select a group including the users. The
access information 274 may also include Such information as
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in multiple user sessions. For example, in a collaborative
editing session, multiple users may simultaneously interact
with a document. Although the applications used for editing
the document may each behave independently, the applica
tions may follow the same editing rules for updating and
rendering the document model. Thus, multiple users may
have similar experiences with the document, and may work
together to produce a similar document model.
0064. In an example session, to initiate collaborative word
processing document editing, Chris accesses the hosted docu
ment system 242 by directing the web browser 252 to a web
site (e.g., a domain) that is associated with the system 242.
Receiving login information from the browser 252, the sys
tem 242 can verify Chris's information against the user infor
mation 270. Upon verification, the system 242 can provide
HTML/JavaScript 276 to the browser 252 for executing an
online word processor (though certain of the code may be
passed before verification occurs). The browser can include a
portion of the HTML/JavaScript 276 as the browser applica
tion 246, render chrome associated with the application, and
display the application to Chris.
0065 Chris may interact with the browser application 246
via a set of controls displayed in an application view within
the browser 252. For example, Chris may indicate an intent to
create a new document by clicking a button or selecting a
menu option displayed in the application view. The applica
tion controller can intercept the command and pass the com
mand to the interface 260 via the network 244. Receiving the
command, the system 242 can add a new document to the
documents 272, and add information associated with the new

document to the set of active models 262. For example, the
active models 262 may include model information associated
with documents currently being edited by other users of the
system 242.
0066. A corresponding version of a model in the set of
active models 262 may be present at the browser application
246. For example, Chris may add content and make changes
to the word processing document provided by the view of the
browser application 246, and the corresponding content and
changes can be applied to a model that is accessed by the
browser application 246 (and associated HTML and JavaS
cript code running in the browser), and may be propagated to

the user ids of document users, document access times, and

the active models 262.

the like.

0067 Chris may also share the document with one or more
users. For example, using controls associated with the appli
cation 246, Chris may select Tina and Spike as users who may
share the document, and he may assign both Tina and Spike
full document privileges. For example, Tina and Spike may be
included in a presented list of users commonly sharing docu
ments with Chris, and Chris may select Tina and Spike from
the list. As another example, Chris may provide the e-mail
addresses of Tina and Spike. The system 242 can store the
sharing information (e.g., user ids of other users having
access to the document, permissions levels for the users, and
the like) in the access information 274. In some implementa
tions, the system 242 may send messages (e.g., e-mail, text
messages, instant messages, and the like) to users who have
received document privileges. In some implementations,
users who have received document privileges may receive a
link (e.g., a hyperlink or URL) to the shared document.
0068. Upon receiving notification of the shared document,
Tina and Spike may access the document using their web
browsers 254, 256. For example, upon verification, the sys
tem 242 can provide HTML/JavaScript 276 to the browser

0062. In some implementations, the system 242 can
include one or more data stores for storing HTML/JavaScript
276. For example, the HTML/JavaScript 276 can include
application code for executing the browser applications 246.
248, and 250. The application code may be provided to any of
the browsers 252,254, and 256, for example, when browser
users access a web site associated with the hosted document

system 242. Upon receiving a request for any of the docu
ments 272, for example, the system 242 may provide the
HTML/JavaScript 276 in addition to one or more of the docu
ments 272. Using the HTML/JavaScript 276, the browser
applications 246, 248, and 250 may render the document data
and may provide an interface that enables browser users to
interact with the documents. In some implementations, tech
nologies other than HTML and JavaScript may be used for
providing application code. For example, for web browsers
including an appropriate plugin, another type of compiled or
interpreted code may be provided.
0063. Many possible user interactions with the system 240
are possible, including interactions in single user sessions and
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254, 256 for executing an online word processor. The brows
ers can include a portion of the HTML/JavaScript 276 as the
browser applications 248,250, can render chrome associated
with the application, and can display the applications.
0069. Additionally, an active model manager 264 included
the hosted document system 242 can identify which docu
ments are currently open by users of the system, and users
who are active in the document (i.e., Chris), and can set up a
collaborative session. For example, the active model manager
264 can determine that the document requested by Tina and
by Spike is associated with one or more of the active models
262. The system 242 can then forward the document request
to a computer hosting the document, and the computer can
associate Tina and Spike with the current session. Addition
ally, the browser applications 248, 250 can download model
data associated with the active model(s) 262, and render and
display the downloaded model data. In some implementa
tions, the system 242 can create model instances for Tina and
for Spike and can add the instances to the active models 262.
0070. In the present example, users may be able to view
their own cursors as well as the cursors of other users in a

collaborative session. For purposes of illustration, each user's
cursor appears to himself/herself as a square. For example,
Chris may view his own cursor as a square, and the other
users cursors as a circle or as a triangle. Correspondingly,
Tina and Spike may also view their own cursor as a squares,
and the other users cursors as circles or triangles. In some
implementations, the cursors may appear as a different color
(which could not be shown here). For example, cursors may
generally appear as underlines or vertical bars, where the
cursors are different colors for each user.

0071. In the present example, changes made by each of the
users can be sent by the browser applications 246, 248, and
250 to the hosted document system 242, coordinated, and sent
back to the other users. In some implementations, the changes
can be sent at time intervals (e.g., once every 100 millisec
onds, once every 200 milliseconds, once every 600 millisec
onds, once every second, once every 2 seconds, or another
appropriate time interval). In some implementations, sending
can be based at least in part on user activity or inactivity. For
example, during periods of user inactivity, changes may be
sent or received less frequently than during periods of user
activity. When a user is entering data or when a local user
hovers over a cursor for another user, a pop-up label that
identifies the other user may be displayed, so that the local
user can identify who is making changes—though the label
may then disappear so that it does not continue to block the
document.

0072 To coordinate multiple document changes made by
multiple users, for example, the hosted document system 242
can include collaboration logic 266. For example, the col
laboration logic 266 can be executed by one or more code
modules executed by one or more computer servers associ
ated with the system 242. In some implementations, portions
of the collaboration logic can be executed by the browser
applications 246, 248, and 250. Generally, the logic 266 can
resolve data collisions (e.g., instances where multiple users
edit the same document portion or apply conflicting docu
ment formats) by applying a consistent set of rules to all user
changes. Although, in some instances, one or more users may
be prompted to disambiguate a change. For example, if Tina
makes a document change and Spike makes a conflicting
document change before receiving Tina's change, Spike may
be presented with a message from the browser application
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250 including possible conflict resolution scenarios. In some
implementations, one user may be identified as trumping
other users in collision situations. Chris, as the document

creator, for example, may be able to apply his changes over
changes made by either Tina or Spike in cases of conflict. For
example, if Spike edits a passage at the same time as Chris
deletes it, the passage (including Spike's edits) may be
deleted.

0073. Thus, the system shown in FIG. 2C may handle
collaborative editing of a hosted document by multiple users
at one time. The management of Such editing can involve a
low amount of data passing between the various Sub-systems
in the system
0074 FIG. 3 is a flow chart of an example process for
coordinating simultaneous changes to an electronic docu
ment. In general, the process involves identifying changes in
a document and document model made by a user of a client
computing device, recording those changes as mutations,
identifying a current location of a cursor for the user of the
client device, and uploading Such information to a server
system, which may then share such information with other
client devices, perhaps after reformatting or otherwise adjust
ing the information. This information may enable each of the
client devices to show edits made by the other devices and the
current cursor position of the other devices in real time on
each of the local machines.

0075. The process begins at box 302, where user inputs are
received by a client device. These inputs may take a variety of
forms, such as typing of text into a Word processing, spread
sheet, or drawing document, or other appropriate changes.
The input may also involve deleting text, inserting figures,
and changing the format or style of elements in a document.
(0076. At box 304, the inputs receive from the user are
packaged into a transmission to a central server system. Such
information that is transmitted to the server system may
include information that identifies the changes made by a
user, and locations at which those changes are to be made in
a document model that is being managed by the central server
system. The changes may also include a revision number So
that the central server system may track the order in which
changes have arrived, and may use Such information to
resolve interferences between changes received from differ
ent users. In addition, the information may include identify
ing information for each user so that the users’ identities may
be shared with other users in a collaborative editing mode for
a document.

(0077. At box 306, the client device updates its own version
of the document model and renders that model or the updated
portion of the model to a document object model (DOM) on
the device that is accessible to a browser that will then display
the document. At box 308, the device receives model data for

the document from the central server system. This received
information corresponds to information that other client
devices provided to the central server system, similar to the
information that the first local client device provided in box
304. Thus, the various users are making simultaneous edits,
and the communications through the central server system are
overlapping with each other.
0078. In the time since the client device last communi
cated with the server system, the user of the device may have
made edits on the device that affector are affected by the edits
made by other users on other devices. As such, overlapping
edits may need to be identified, and transformations may be
performed in a manner that matches transformations per
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formed on the other clients and on the server system, so as to
generate an updated document model at the local client. The
client may also identify cursor positions of the other users,
where such positions may be indicated directly in the data that
was received form the server system. That data may be added
to the local document model, and rendered to the local DOM.

Such data may also indicate an identifier. Such as a username
or handle, to associate with each cursor position. At box 312,
the process resolves the edits and adjusts cursor positions for
each of the other users that had a cursor previously displayed
on the document display at the local client. For example,
narrow span elements having background colors that con
trasts with the background of the document may be moved
within the DOM from their positions indicated in the last
communication from the server system, to new positions
indicated by the most recent communication from the server
system.

0079 At box 314, the changes are added to the model and
by extension to the DOM, when the model is rendered to the
DOM area, and at box 316, a browser displays the modified
document and the cursors by accessing the DOM. The pro
cess shown here may repeat frequently, as noted above. Such
as repeating multiple times per second. As a result, cursor
positions for other users may be frequently updated and may
very closely match in time and location to cursor positions
currently being seen by the other users on their own machines.
As a result, multiple users may interact more Smoothly
because they can readily see the work that other users are
performing in the document in real time.
0080 FIG. 4 is a swim lane diagram of an example process
for coordinating simultaneous changes to an electronic docu
ment. In general, the process shows an example in which
symmetrical actions are taken by two different client comput
ing devices that are both accessing a common document
through a central server system to perform collaborative edit
ing on the document.
0081. The process starts at boxes 402A and 402B, where
each of the users at the two client devices begins editing a
shared document nearly simultaneously. At boxes 404A and
404B, each of the client devices may transmit those changes
to the server system, such as when a timer expires, or for every
keystroke or similar change that is identified on one of the
clients. At box 406, the server system identifies the document
as being edited by the particular user, and in this example,
may perform such actions for the two different client devices
in parallel, as shown by the stacked boxes in the middle
column. The actions may also be stacked in a queue, and
handled in the order in which they were received. The server
system 408 may also identify other users who are currently in
the document and active, so that it may determine which other
users to share the information that it is received. At box 410,

the server system updates its master copy of the document
model and transmits change data to the respective clients, or
data associated with the changes from client B will be sent to
client A., and changes associated with client B will be sent the
client A.

0082. At boxes 412A and 412B, the clients receive the
change data from the central server system and identify
potential collisions created by the edits from the other client
when compared to the edits made on the local client. At boxes
414A and 414B, each of the client devices adjusts its change
data representations to resolve such collisions and then, at
boxes 416A and 416B, the client devices update their respec
tive models and render them to the respective DOMs on
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browsers running on the clients. Finally, at boxes 418A and
418B, the clients change the data in the DOM relating to
cursors of other users, and shift the representations for those
cursors to new positions represented in the data received from
the server system at boxes 412A and 412B.
I0083. The process shown here may be a continuous pro
cess, in that each client may be continually listening for input
made to the users and may transmit the input in batches that
may be batches of single inputs such as keystrokes or in
slightly larger batches, where the batch size is generally
selected to be small enough that inputs may be transmitted to
other clients frequently enough to provide a smooth user
experience in a collaborative session.
I0084 FIG. 5A shows an example screenshot of a word
processor that is implementing a collaborative editing ses
Sion. In this example, there are three users looking at a resume
of Joseph Smith and typing comments at the bottom of the
resume. The particular screenshot shown here is a page user
named kroberts, as indicated by the fact that an cursor in the
middle of the three lines near the bottom of the resume is not

accompanied by a flag with a name to it. Presumably, the local
user (kroberts here) does not need to see her own name next to
her cursor, and also by omitting the flag, the cursor Stands out
more prominently as compared to the other cursors that look
more like each other. The other users, James Pattison and a

user named otazi are typing at the same time as kroberts Such
that if the figure were animated, one would see the three
Vertical cursor bars moving across the page from left-to-right
almost in unison. Each update to the DOM from which the
document is generated may occur frequently (e.g., multiple
times per second), and may include one to several characters,
depending on a typing speed of the particular user.
I0085 Also, a chat box is provided to a right side of the
page, where the users may type comments as they move
along, where those comments will not be included on the
document itself. For example, as shown here, in a collabora
tive editing environment, one of the users may request that the
other users perform certain actions. As one example, a first
user may request that other users review and edit particular
paragraphs in the document while the first user reviews and
edits other paragraphs.
I0086 FIG. 5B shows a screenshot of a spreadsheet docu
ment being edited collaboratively by multiple users. In this
example, the presence of the particular user's cursors is indi
cated by colored outlines or boxes on particular cells, and here
it appears that four different users are concurrently editing
column B. of the spreadsheet.
I0087 FIG. 6 shows an example of a generic computer
device 600 and a generic mobile computer device 650, which
may be used with the techniques described here. Computing
device 600 is intended to represent various forms of digital
computers, such as laptops, desktops, workstations, personal
digital assistants, servers, blade servers, mainframes, and
other appropriate computers. Computing device 650 is
intended to represent various forms of mobile devices, such as
personal digital assistants, cellular telephones, Smartphones,
and other similar computing devices. The components shown
here, their connections and relationships, and their functions,
are meant to be exemplary only, and are not meant to limit
implementations of the inventions described and/or claimed
in this document.

I0088 Computing device 600 includes a processor 602,
memory 604, a storage device 606, a high-speed interface 608
connecting to memory 604 and high-speed expansion ports
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610, and a low speed interface 612 connecting to low speed
bus 614 and storage device 606. Each of the components 602,
604,606, 608, 610, and 612, are interconnected using various
busses, and may be mounted on a common motherboard or in
other manners as appropriate. The processor 602 can process
instructions for execution within the computing device 600,
including instructions stored in the memory 604 or on the
storage device 606 to display graphical information for a GUI
on an external input/output device, such as display 616
coupled to high speed interface 608. In other implementa
tions, multiple processors and/or multiple buses may be used,
as appropriate, along with multiple memories and types of
memory. Also, multiple computing devices 600 may be con
nected, with each device providing portions of the necessary
operations (e.g., as a server bank, a group of blade servers, or
a multi-processor system).
0089. The memory 604 stores information within the com
puting device 600. In one implementation, the memory 604 is
a volatile memory unit or units. In another implementation,
the memory 604 is a non-volatile memory unit or units. The
memory 604 may also be another form of computer-readable
medium, Such as a magnetic or optical disk.
0090 The storage device 606 is capable of providing mass
storage for the computing device 600. In one implementation,
the storage device 606 may be or contain a computer-readable
medium, Such as a floppy disk device, a hard disk device, an
optical disk device, or a tape device, a flash memory or other
similar solid state memory device, or an array of devices,
including devices in a storage area network or other configu
rations. A computer program product can be tangibly embod
ied in an information carrier. The computer program product
may also contain instructions that, when executed, perform
one or more methods, such as those described above. The

information carrier is a computer- or machine-readable
medium, such as the memory 604, the storage device 606,
memory on processor 602, or a propagated signal.
0091. The high speed controller 608 manages bandwidth
intensive operations for the computing device 600, while the
low speed controller 612 manages lower bandwidth-intensive
operations. Such allocation of functions is exemplary only. In
one implementation, the high-speed controller 608 is coupled
to memory 604, display 616 (e.g., through a graphics proces
sor or accelerator), and to high-speed expansion ports 610,
which may accept various expansion cards (not shown). In the
implementation, low-speed controller 612 is coupled to stor
age device 606 and low-speed expansion port 614. The low
speed expansion port, which may include various communi
cation ports (e.g., USB, Bluetooth, Ethernet, wireless
Ethernet) may be coupled to one or more input/output
devices, such as a keyboard, a pointing device, a scanner, or a
networking device Such as a Switch or router, e.g., through a
network adapter.
0092. The computing device 600 may be implemented in a
number of different forms, as shown in the figure. For
example, it may be implemented as a standard server 620, or
multiple times in a group of Such servers. It may also be
implemented as part of a rack server system 624. In addition,
it may be implemented in a personal computer Such as a
laptop computer 622. Alternatively, components from com
puting device 600 may be combined with other components
in a mobile device (not shown), such as device 650. Each of
Such devices may contain one or more of computing device
600, 650, and an entire system may be made up of multiple
computing devices 600, 650 communicating with each other.
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(0093 Computing device 650 includes a processor 652,
memory 664, an input/output device such as a display 654, a
communication interface 666, and a transceiver 668, among
other components. The device 650 may also be provided with
a storage device, such as a microdrive or other device, to
provide additional storage. Each of the components 650, 652,
664, 654, 666, and 668, are interconnected using various
buses, and several of the components may be mounted on a
common motherboard or in other manners as appropriate.
0094. The processor 652 can execute instructions within
the computing device 650, including instructions stored in the
memory 664. The processor may be implemented as a chipset
of chips that include separate and multiple analog and digital
processors. The processor may provide, for example, for
coordination of the other components of the device 650, such
as control of user interfaces, applications run by device 650,
and wireless communication by device 650.
0.095 Processor 652 may communicate with a user
through control interface 658 and display interface 656
coupled to a display 654. The display 654 may be, for
example, a TFT LCD (Thin-Film-Transistor Liquid Crystal
Display) or an OLED (Organic Light Emitting Diode) dis
play, or other appropriate display technology. The display
interface 656 may comprise appropriate circuitry for driving
the display 654 to present graphical and other information to
a user. The control interface 658 may receive commands from
a user and convert them for submission to the processor 652.
In addition, an external interface 662 may be provide in
communication with processor 652, so as to enable near area
communication of device 650 with other devices. External

interface 662 may provide, for example, for wired communi
cation in some implementations, or for wireless communica
tion in other implementations, and multiple interfaces may
also be used.

0096. The memory 664 stores information within the com
puting device 650. The memory 664 can be implemented as
one or more of a computer-readable medium or media, a
Volatile memory unit or units, or a non-volatile memory unit
or units. Expansion memory 674 may also be provided and
connected to device 650 through expansion interface 672,
which may include, for example, a SIMM (Single In Line
Memory Module) card interface. Such expansion memory
674 may provide extra storage space for device 650, or may
also store applications or other information for device 650.
Specifically, expansion memory 674 may include instruc
tions to carry out or Supplement the processes described
above, and may include secure information also. Thus, for
example, expansion memory 674 may be provide as a security
module for device 650, and may be programmed with instruc
tions that permit secure use of device 650. In addition, secure
applications may be provided via the SIMM cards, along with
additional information, Such as placing identifying informa
tion on the SIMM card in a non-hackable manner.

0097. The memory may include, for example, flash
memory and/or NVRAM memory, as discussed below. In one
implementation, a computer program product is tangibly
embodied in an information carrier. The computer program
product contains instructions that, when executed, perform
one or more methods, such as those described above. The

information carrier is a computer- or machine-readable
medium, Such as the memory 664, expansion memory 674,
memory on processor 652, or a propagated signal that may be
received, for example, over transceiver 668 or external inter
face 662.
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0098. Device 650 may communicate wirelessly through
communication interface 666, which may include digital sig
nal processing circuitry where necessary. Communication
interface 666 may provide for communications under various
modes or protocols, such as GSM voice calls, SMS, EMS, or
MMS messaging, CDMA, TDMA, PDC, WCDMA,
CDMA2000, or GPRS, among others. Such communication
may occur, for example, through radio-frequency transceiver
668. In addition, short-range communication may occur. Such
as using a Bluetooth, WiFi, or other such transceiver (not
shown). In addition, GPS (Global Positioning System)
receiver module 670 may provide additional navigation- and
location-related wireless data to device 650, which may be
used as appropriate by applications running on device 650.
0099. Device 650 may also communicate audibly using
audio codec 660, which may receive spoken information from
a user and convert it to usable digital information. Audio
codec 660 may likewise generate audible sound for a user,
Such as through a speaker, e.g., in a handset of device 650.
Such Sound may include Sound from Voice telephone calls,
may include recorded sound (e.g., voice messages, music
files, etc.) and may also include sound generated by applica
tions operating on device 650.
0100. The computing device 650 may be implemented in a
number of different forms, as shown in the figure. For
example, it may be implemented as a cellular telephone 680.
It may also be implemented as part of a Smartphone 682,
personal digital assistant, or other similar mobile device.
0101 Various implementations of the systems and tech
niques described here can be realized in digital electronic
circuitry, integrated circuitry, specially designed ASICs (ap
plication specific integrated circuits), computer hardware,
firmware, software, and/or combinations thereof. These vari

ous implementations can include implementation in one or
more computer programs that are executable and/or interpret
able on a programmable system including at least one pro
grammable processor, which may be special or general pur
pose, coupled to receive data and instructions from, and to
transmit data and instructions to, a storage system, at least one
input device, and at least one output device.
0102 These computer programs (also known as pro
grams, Software, Software applications or code) include
machine instructions for a programmable processor, and can
be implemented in a high-level procedural and/or object
oriented programming language, and/or in assembly/ma
chine language. As used herein, the terms “machine-readable
medium” “computer-readable medium” refers to any com
puter program product, apparatus and/or device (e.g., mag
netic discs, optical disks, memory, Programmable Logic
Devices (PLDs)) used to provide machine instructions and/or
data to a programmable processor, including a machine-read
able medium that receives machine instructions as a machine

readable signal. The term “machine-readable signal' refers to
any signal used to provide machine instructions and/or data to
a programmable processor.
0103) To provide for interaction with a user, the systems
and techniques described here can be implemented on a com
puter having a display device (e.g., a CRT (cathode ray tube)
or LCD (liquid crystal display) monitor) for displaying infor
mation to the user and a keyboard and a pointing device (e.g.,
a mouse or a trackball) by which the user can provide input to
the computer. Other kinds of devices can be used to provide
for interaction with a user as well; for example, feedback
provided to the user can be any form of sensory feedback
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(e.g., visual feedback, auditory feedback, or tactile feed
back); and input from the user can be received in any form,
including acoustic, speech, or tactile input.
0104. The systems and techniques described here can be
implemented in a computing system that includes a back end
component (e.g., as a data server), or that includes a middle
ware component (e.g., an application server), or that includes
a front end component (e.g., a client computer having a
graphical user interface or a Web browser through which a
user can interact with an implementation of the systems and
techniques described here), or any combination of Such back
end, middleware, or front end components. The components
of the system can be interconnected by any form or medium
of digital data communication (e.g., a communication net
work). Examples of communication networks include a local
area network (“LAN), a wide area network (“WAN”), and
the Internet.

0105. The computing system can include clients and serv
ers. A client and server are generally remote from each other
and typically interact through a communication network. The
relationship of client and server arises by virtue of computer
programs running on the respective computers and having a
client-server relationship to each other.
0106. A number of embodiments have been described.
Nevertheless, it will be understood that various modifications

may be made without departing from the spirit and scope of
the invention. For example, much of this document has been
described with respect to word processing documents but
other forms of documents may also be addressed.
0107. In addition, the logic flows depicted in the figures do
not require the particular order shown, or sequential order, to
achieve desirable results. In addition, other steps may be
provided, or steps may be eliminated, from the described
flows, and other components may be added to, or removed
from, the described systems. Accordingly, other embodi
ments are within the scope of the following claims.
What is claimed is:

1. A computer-implemented collaborative editing method,
comprising:
receiving input from a user of a browser-based document
editing application on a document displayed by the
application;
identifying a current location in the document for a cursor
of a first user executing the application;
receiving from a central server system data that reflects
changes made to the document by one or more users
other than the first user and current positions in the
document of cursors for the one or more other user,

updating a document model stored on a computing device
that is executing the browser-based application and ren
dering at least a portion of the model to the browser; and
rendering the current positions of the cursors for the one or
more other users to the browser.

2. The method of claim 1, further comprising receiving
updated information regarding current positions of the cur
sors for the one or more other users in the document, and

rendering the current positions of the cursors for the one or
more other users.

3. The method of claim 1, further comprising transmitting
to the central server system data that describes changes to the
document made by the first user, and identifying a current
location in the document for a cursor of the first user.

4. The method of claim 1, wherein the method comprises
transmitting the data describing changes in the document and
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identifying a current location for a cursor of the first user more
than once per second during periods of active editing activity
by the first user.
5. The method of claim 4, further comprising detecting
when the first user is actively editing the document, starting a
timer when the first user begins editing the document, and
transmitting accrued data from the user's editing activity
when the timer expires.
6. The method of claim 5, further comprising setting the
timer for a period less than 500 milliseconds.
7. The method of claim 5, further comprising setting the
timer for a period equal to or less than 250 milliseconds.
8. The method of claim 1, wherein the method comprises
transmitting the data describing changes in the document and
identifying a current location for a cursor of the first user more
than once per second during periods of active editing activity
by the first user.
9. One or more tangible computer-readable storage media
storing instructions that when executed by one or more com
puters, perform operations comprising:
receiving input from a user of a browser-based document
editing application on a document displayed by the
application;
identifying a current location in the document for a cursor
of a first user executing the application;
receiving from a central server system data that reflects
changes made to the document by one or more users
other than the first user and current positions in the
document of cursors for the one or more other user;

updating a document model stored on a computing device
that is executing the browser-based application and ren
dering at least a portion of the model to the browser; and
rendering the current positions of the cursors for the one or
more other users to the browser.

10. The tangible computer-readable storage media of claim
9, wherein the operations further comprise receiving updated
information regarding current positions of the cursors for the
one or more other users in he document, and rendering the
current positions of the cursors for the one or more other
USCS.

11. The tangible computer-readable storage media of claim
9, wherein the operations further comprise transmitting to the
central server system data that describes changes to the docu
ment made by the first user, and identifying a current location
in the document for a cursor of the first user.

12. The tangible computer-readable storage media of claim
9, wherein the operations comprise transmitting the data
describing changes in the document and identifying a current
location for a cursor of the first user more than once per
second during periods of active editing activity by the first
USC.
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13. The tangible computer-readable storage media of claim
12, wherein the operations further comprise detecting when
the first user is actively editing the document, starting a timer
when the first user begins editing the document, and trans
mitting accrued data from the user's editing activity when the
timer expires.
14. The tangible computer-readable storage media of claim
9, wherein the operations comprise transmitting the data
describing changes in the document and identifying a current
location for a cursor of the first user more than once per
second during periods of active editing activity by the first
USC.

15. A computer-implemented collaborative editing system,
comprising:
an interface for receiving communications from a plurality
of client devices editing electronic documents using web
browsers, including information indicating locations of
a cursor in a document in which a particular user is
active;

an active model manager to identify users other than the
particular user who are active in the electronic docu
ment; and

collaboration logic to provide the users other than the par
ticular user with information that reflects changes made
to a model for the electronic document and locations in

the document of a cursor for the particular user.
16. The system of claim 15, further comprising an output
interface programmed to receive information from the col
laboration logic and to use the information to transmit to
client devices, other thana client device from which informa

tion about changes to the model have been received, informa
tion so that the client devices may reflect the changes and
display current cursor positions for the client device from
which the information about the changes to the model have
been received.

17. The system of claim 15, further comprising a document
log that correlates documents to users who are currently
accessing the documents.
18. The system of claim 15, wherein the collaboration logic
is programmed to provide the information that reflects the
changes more frequently than once per second.
19. The system of claim 18, wherein the collaboration logic
is programmed to provide the information that reflects the
changes more frequently than once every 500 milliseconds.
20. The system of claim 18, wherein the system is pro
grammed to report to each of a plurality of users simulta
neously editing a document more than once every 500
milliseconds.

